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ILWU WELCOMES
SAN FRANCISCO — The Officers of ILWU announced October
29 that they had received and welcomed an invitation for the union
to send a delegation to the Soviet
Union.

•

Strike Is Solid

Here is part of the picket line that has been on the bricks for 7
weeks in front of Cutter
Laboratories, Berkeley, Calif. 180 out of 250 strikers are women,
most of whom have
"manned" picket lines while the men have found jobs out of
Local 6 and Local 10 hiring halls. The men have walked
the night patrols around Cutter Lab. Solid support for the
strike has included complete cooperation by Local 70 teamsters in the East Bay. No teamster-driven truck has passed
through this line. A recent local-wide $1 per member
increase in dues was voted by an 84 percent majority of Local
6 members to help support these strikers and defeat
any plans of Cutter—with its long record of anti-union activities—to
starve out the strikers.

$1 Assessment Overwhelmingly Approved

Cutter, Strike Solid in 7th Week;
Local 6 Votes Financial Support

BERKELEY — Now in its seventh
week, the strike of 250 Local 6 production workers against Cutter Laboratory
here is solidly manned, unified and has
the full financial and moral support of
the entire local, as well as the ILWU
behind it.
Last week the membership of Local
6 cast 6,844 votes to pay a $1 per month
assessment beginning November 1 to
support Cutter Laboratory strikers for
the duration of the strike. It was an
84 percent vote in favor of financial
support confirmed in a secret ballot
conducted in October in all divisions of
Local 6.
Bill Burke, business agent of Local
6 in Oakland commented, "The vote in
favor of the assessment guarantees
that Cutter will not be able to starve
out the workers at this plant."
The most recent developments in the
Cutter strike picture include a meeting
held last Tuesday between union representatives, company officials and the
United States conciliator who met, on
the motion of the conciliator, at the
Hotel Claremont in Berkeley, to explore the possibility of resumption of
negotiations between the parties.
Though no indication of settlement
was reported in sight after the meeting,
agreement was reached to continue dis-

cussions and a meeting was scheduled
for November 10.
The picket line has been "manned"
primarily by the 180 women strikers,
most of whom are sole supporters of
their families. It was pointed out by
union spokesmen that jobs for women
are quite scarce and the $1 a month
assessment by Local 6 will insure the
women that no one will go hungry,
that the essentials of life are provided,
and that the company's original plan
to starve out the strikers or force a
settlement on the basis of hunger will
be impossible.
All the male members on strike at
Cutter are getting work either out of
Local 6 hiring hall or are being assisted
by Longshore Local 10 in waterfront
jobs.
The primary issue of the strike is
wages. Female employees at Cutter,
who are a majority in this struggle,.
180 out of 250 workers, receive 29/
1
2
cents per hour less than the area pattern, and male employees receive 221/
2
cents less than Local 6's base rate.
The workers demanded parity with
the area rate at first, but have reduced
their demand to a 20 cents per hour
across the board increase. The company
has made a flat offer of 10 cents an
hour to men ,and women alike, and has

Who Said If?
BATTLE, n. A method of untying with the teeth a political
knot
that would not yield to the tongue.
(Turn to back page for name of author)

The union, said the officers, would
proceed at once to set up its delegation
and they added that they were Confident that the visit would result in
beter understanding and would contribute in some measure to the easing of
international tensions and the furtherance of trade and world peace.
The invitation came in a letter signed
by A. Koetkin, chairman of the Central Committee of the USSR Maritime
and River Fleet Workers' Union, and
V. Bakayev, Minister of the Maritime
Fleet of the USSR.
MR. K. VISIT RECALLED
The letter said:
"The Central Committee of the USSR
Maritime and River Fleet Workers' Union and the USSR Ministry of Maritime
Fleet learned with great satisfaction
of a warm friendly welcome given to
Nikita S. Khrushchev, chairman of the
USSR Council of Minister, during his
visit to San Francisco. Meetings of
Comrade Nikita S. Khrushchev with
the representatives of the Union and
Pacific Maritime Association, with
longshoremen of San Francisco came
as an expression of the aspirations of
the peoples of the United States and
the Soviet Union towards mutual understanding, development of friendly
relations and consolidation of peace.
WOULD ANSWER WISHES
"Prompted by a sincere desire to develop further mutual understanding
and friendship between our countries
we invite a delegation of representatives of the International Longshoremen's & Warehousemen's Union and
the Pacific Maritime Association to
come to the Soviet Union on a friendly
visit at any time convenient to you.
"We shall do our best so that the
program for the visit of the delegation be interesting and answer your
wishes.
"As for the number of persons in
the delegation and the time of their
stay in the USSR we suggest, if you
don't have other proposals, that it may
include 8 to 10 persons and spend in
the USSR 2 weeks."

maintained from the beginning a "take
it or leave it attitude."
The strikers involved are production
workers in the all-important section of
Cutter Lab that produces pharmaceuticals and biologicals. They include technicians, line workers who fill and package the material and warehousemen.
From the very outset of the strike
Local 6 offered if there is any critical
shortage of any specific drug that other
pharmaceutical houses are unable to
supply, Local 6 would release the necessary number of strikers to produce
the specific drug in short supply. At
no point to date has this been necessary.
The picket line is being maintained
on a high-morale level, with all members of the families fed, clothed and
otherwise cared for, and any company
starvation tactics have been frustrated
by the unity of the union.
The picket line is maintained on a
24-hour, 7-day basis, primarily by the
women during the day, with men taking over the night patrol.
The picket lines have s been solid
where Cutter production is concerned.
No workers involved in handling or
transporting material have crossed the
picket line, with complete cooperation
Ban on Travel Harms Health
by Teamsters, Local 70, whose respect
WASHINGTON,D. C.—Dr. James A.
of the line has been 100 percent.
'Shannon, director of the National InThe company has used rental trucks stitute of Health,
told the Senate Subon occasion, with supervisory personnel Commit
tee on International Health in
driving. This, too, has been in the main recent
testimony that any ban on travel
an unsuccessful venture. In one in- to
communist areas, which denies scistance the city of El Cerrito, after a entists
a chance to meet and to exdelegation of strikers protested, forced change
information, is harmful to the
(Continued on Page 8)
health of all nations, including our own.
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Who Profits? Who Gets Hit?
KENNEDY

THE BEAM

LANDRUM GRIFFIN

By Harry Bridges
••••

WE SURE HIT
THE

JACK POT!

HE EVER-CONTINUING efforts to wreck or weaken the
Mine, Mill and Smelter Workers Union entered a new phase
last Monday when the conspiracy trial of eleven Mine-Mill officials got underway in Denver. This latest attempt to take over
this union—this time by decapitating it if possible—follows a
pattern with which many ILWU members are well acquainted.
The trial, in addition, has come at a time when some 35,000
union members have been on strike since mid-August against
the powerful copper trust which still hasn't accepted unionism
in the industry. The strike is not only bitter and rough but in
the one-industry towns in which most of these copper workers
live the pressures against them are almost overwhelming. Only
the militancy, the loyalty and the determination of the rank and
file has held the strike solid.
Mine-Mill has one of the great traditions in the American
labor movement. It springs from the old Western Federation of
Miners which fought and won some of the great battles for survival of American unionism. Over the years, Mine-Mill has dig=
played the same steadfastness and the same dedication to rank
and file goals of the old Western Federation.
Today the union is the target of a major assault by the enemies of labor. Government agencies, employer groups and newspapers have joined forces in this drive to wipe out a union which
refuses to conform and which refuses to play the union game
along the line laid down by Meany and Reuther and the rest of
the "respectable" labor leaders.
The disgrace—if these so-called labor leaders can still be disgraced by anything they do—is that they, too, have joined in this
gang assault on Mine-Mill. In fact, the present conspiracy trial
would not have, taken place if the raiding attempts by various
AFL-CIO unions had succeeded in the first place.
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INCE -1949 various AFL-CIO unions tried again and again to
take over Mine-Mill. They succeeded in picking up one local
here, one there. But they never broke into the basic foundation
of the union. Frustrated and rebuffed by Mine-Mill rank and file,
they turned to outside agencies and forces, hoping that they
would do the job for them. This pattern, too, is .not new. It is no
secret that when the AFL-CIO couldn't wreck the Teamsters they
cooperated with everyone—even the McClellan Committee—in the
hope that they would do the job for them. It is no satisfaction
to us that all their efforts brought about the Kennedy-LandrumGriffin bill—which has all labor as its target, including the AFLCIO and not just those Meany and Reuther were out to take over
or wreck.
In the ILWU we had somewhat similar attempts to do a job
on us. We stopped them.
What kind of a union man and union leader would join in a
trial to wreck a union leadership which N6's involved in a life and
death strike? No matter what the difference and what the past
arguments, when working people are on strike solidarity with
them comes before anything else. Any unionist who knowingly
helps weaken a rank and file which is in a major battle with the
employers is beneath contempt.
Yet this is precisely what we see today. The conspiracy trial
is a gimmick. The Mine-Mill leaders are charged with conspiring
to obtain the benefits of the NLRB illegally. They face jail sentences and fines, and the members face the prospect of a weakened and divided union fighting against a group of arrogant,
ruthless employers.

S

OREw
IT MAY TAKE many minor and some major
tragedies before the full import of the Kennedy-Landrum-Griffin Act becomes clear to the
rank and file of American labor.
Presently, it is almost impossible to bring the
provisions of the act into focus. As ILWU's
attorneys have said about more than one section of it: "It is so vague and indefinite as to
be meaningless."
One thing is clear, however, and that is that
between now and the two or three or more years
it may take to get the law tested in the courts
it can do one hell of a lot of meaningful damage
to labor's gains, conditions and freedoms. There
can be no doubt but that such was so-intended
by the National Association of Manufacturers
and the US Chamber of Commerce who authored
and pushed the bill through by means of one of
the most deceitful and immoral propaganda campaigns in history. These evil forces also had an
assist in the form of the Presidential ambition of a young -VS senator from Massachusetts, who in Senate-House conference, traded
any conscience he might have had for the possible votes of Southern delegates to the 1960
nominating convention of the Democratic Party.
I NSOFAR as the Labor Management Reporting and Disclosure Act of 1959 has any meaning in its deliberately fuzzy language, it seeks
to regulate and restrict trade union organizations with the Secretary of Labor acting in the
capacity of a guardian, such as courts appoint
to administer the affairs of an incompetent
individual.
Throughout the document there breathes the
unstated thesis that as soon as a trade union
member is elected as an officer, business agent,
or steward or is appointed to an executive post
in the union he is presumed to have ulterior motives.
Even the bonding provisions of the Act are
outright punitive. Previously a union could buy
position bonds at low premium on the open market, and the only positions that needed to be covered by bond were those which had to do with
custody and disposal of union money or property. But under the new law all bonds must be
on the person holding the position and they can
only be purchased from a corporate surety holding a grant of authority from the Secretary of
the Treasury under the Act of July 30, 1947.
As a result premiums being quoted for such
bonds are skyrocket distance above premiums
for the bonds purchased on the open market. One
union which used to cover its officers with bonds
costing 35 cents per thousand dollars has been
told that the new bonds will cost $11.50 per

thousand; and many more office holders than
before have to be bonded.

Even then, some of the bonding companies
are not so sure they want to take the risk since
the new law requires a performance bond "for
faithful discharge of duties." What does this
mean? Does it mean that even if there is no
financial default, there can be alleged "unfaithful discharge of duties," and thus peril the bonding company?
And who is to judge this? The Secretary of
Labor? A federal judge? By what standards?
OREOVER, it would appear that not only
fiscal officers and agents of the union are
required to be bonded, but others as well against
"acquiring any pecuniary or personal interest
which conflicts . . ." etc.
A preliminary check by the ILWU shows that
the premium on the bond of each of the union
trustees of the ILWU-PMA pension fund, according to the only quoted rate we have learned
about, jumps from $22 a year to 88,000 a year.
In the case of the pension and welfare funds
the new premiums will require a reduction in the
services given and the money available for pensions. In the case of the union officers, agents,
stewards and other representatives, the money
will have to come out of union dues and/or per
capita paid to the international union, most
likely necessitating increased dues.
Perhaps Kennedy, McClellan, Meany et al, can
explain to us just how this money pouring into
the pockets of the bonding companies will help
protect the rank and file from crooks and
racketeers. It is to the eternal shame of the
leaders of the AFL-CIO that they were a party
to the imposition of this law upon the American
working people.
"en
kki\I kl;
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AgialiWiraraELPING to bring this about are the string of paid stoolpigeons and professional witnesses the Department of Justice plans to bring into the trial. Two of these witnesses are
union representatives and on the payrolls of Walter Reuther and
Dave McDona,k1.
It is a sad day for the American labor movement when two
men, Ken Eckart from the UAW and a paid officer of the Steelworkers international, can march into court as government witnesses to help knife a union fighting a desperate picket line battle.
ILWU locals have helped thousands of striking steelworkers
in the past few months. We are around today and able to give a
helping hand to fellow workers because we, like Mine-Mill, have
always followed the union principle "An injury to one is an injury to all." We don't hold the rank and file steelworkers responsible for a piecard from their union appearing as a stoolpigeon
in the Mine-Mill case. But the steelworkers should at least know
that their dues pay to keep such a character.
The entire American labor movement is dishonored by this
spectacle. We have become accustomed to some pretty vile and
base activities on the part of some of the respectable leaders of
American labor. But their active participation in the Mine-Mill
wrecking operation hits a new low.
Mine-Mill needs every support—from within the labor movement and from outside. They need support to their strike and
support to help lick the conspiracy trial. A victory for these
workers will help speed the day when the whole labor movement
will be cleansed of the pollution which the present leadership has
spread everywhere, and then we'll be able to get back on the
track of a union movement dedicated to the interests and the
welfare of the working people on the job.
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Russ Visitors
Want to Know
About Salmon
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ILWU Locals
Aid Mine-Mill
In T-H Fight

ASTORIA, Ore.—Fishery experts in
ABERDEEN, Wash. — Longshore
the USSR are just as concerned as US
Local 24 at its October 13 stopwork
fishery people over the dwindling
meeting joined other locals of ILWU
salmon stocks in the Pacific, Oregon
in voting to 'give financial aid to the
fishermen learned when a five-man
Mine-Mill and Smelter Workers' Union
Russian fisheries delegation spent two
in its defense of fourteen present and
days here recently.
former members who are under indictAudrey Gaidukov, head of the group,
ment for alleged ,conspiracy under the
said he could not explain the diminishTaft-Hartley Law.
ZOlil
1046
41,1111t
ing salmon runs on the Siberian coast
A one-dollar per member contribu'
and the Kamchatka peninsula where
tion, totalling $128, was Sent to John
Russia's salmon fishery is concentrated.
Clark, President of Mine, Mill, by Max
He called for cooperation among the
W. Vekich, Secretary-Treasurer Local
four nations involved in the North Pa24, at the request of the stopwork meetcific_ salmon fishery—the US, USSR,
Hilo longshoremen package clothing ing.
Canada and Japan—to solve problems
"We wish you success and good
7 donate d by union mmbe
e
rs for shiprelating to fisheries management and
ment to the dockworkers of Japan. Clothing
was shipped first to Honolulu where luck," Vekich wrote Clark.
conservation.
a total of 7 tons came in from all islands.
Eleven of Mine, Mill's 14 former ofClothing will go to the All Japan
Harbor Workers Union as a gesture of solida
The delegation, part of the two-narity with the underpaid dockers of ficers and members went on trial in
tion exchange program, was a guest of Japan. Left to right are Business Agent Benjamin "Fly" Namalioe, John Nuhi, Denver last week. They are victims of a
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. in foreground John Web, David Kaai, and Shigeyuki Terada. John Nuhi was "dragnet" technique that has been used
by the Justice Department recently to
Clarence Pautkke,, assistant Washing- chairman of drive on Hilo docks.
persecute groups under the so-called
ton State Fisheries coordinator and
"conspiracy" charges under the Taftmember of a U.S. team which visited
Hartley Law.
the Siberian fishing banks recently, acThough the Taft-Hartley law has
companied the group.
•
been recently amended these old conDams across spawning streams in
spiracy cases continue, and are used
Siberia are no problem there, Gaidukov
BRODERICK, Calif.—"The Kennedy- that
to
harass militant unionists. The Clevepurpo
se
is
politic
al, or to serve the
said. A hydroelectric dam was to be Landrum-Griffin bill poses the,un
quali- interests of an employer, or to
'force land Taft-Hartley conspiracy case is
built across a stream in Kamchatka, fied threat that if labor fails
to act in the union into line,' or to under
one such dragnet indictment. The demine'
but when the fishermen explained it concert, it will be destroyed piece
fendants in that case have received
by unions generally in line with the
an-would hinder the salmon migration, the piece."
ILWU support in the past. ILWU Secnounced program of the NAM."
plans were changed. Beach seining with
This was the warning sounded here
Labor's only hope in the situation, retary-Treasurer Louis Goldblatt comhorses, which has not been used on the in a unani
mented,"The ILWU has supported this
mously adopted resolution by ac-cording to
the district council, is to
Columbia for many years, is the most the North
ern California District Coun- "force a
case
over the years because it is a
new revitalized, concept of.
common method for catching salmon cil which
clearcut example of the manner in
met here last week. The reso- unity and
solidarity regardless of afalong the Siberian Coast.
lution is being presented to all North- filiat
ion or policy differences, to meet which the Taft-Hartley law can be used
The delegation included Aleksander ern California ILWU locals for im- the immediate
- against trade unionists."
and projected assaults
Salinikov, skipper of a 125-foot drag mediate action and implementation.
- Recently Asbury Howard, Internathat will be made on our unions by govboat operating out of the Kamchatka
tional Vice President of the Mine, Mill
The Kennedy-Landrum-Griffin bill, ernment bureaucrats,
labor baiting and
port of Petropavlovsk.
Smelter Workers, visited ILWU
the council said, is an extension of all politicians, and monopo
lists."
While here the group visited a local the evils of the Taft-Hartley Law
It was predicted certain unions which Locals on the West Coast to ask for
cannery, the Oregon fish commission's which effectively stops the organiza- may seem most vulnerable will be help, both in defending the Taft-Hartpier on Knot Creek, the state seafood tion of unorganized wcirkers, broke singled out by the government for the ley conspiracy cases and to tell the
moving story of the far-flung strike
many strikes and created jurisdiction preliminary attack
s and to set the patlaboratory, and the mooring basin.
lines against the copper corporations,
and policy rifts within the labor move- tern . for broader
movements against
They expressed pleasure over their
with some 35,000 miners and smelter
ment.
the entife labor movement later on.
warm greeting by fishermen, cannery
workers now on the bricks in various
"The Kennedy-Landrum-Griffin bill,
In view of this pattern, already noted
workers and townspeople.
parts of the country.
in addition to widening the breech be- in the initial singling out of
several
Howard, in his appeals to ILWU lotween labor organizations, was de- unions, including the ILWU, the
coun- cals said, "I
come before you, knowing
signed to clearcut purpose and intent cil "pledges its full support in
Locked Out Workers
advance your union
, and your local has the
of preventing workers from helping to any union which may run afoul
of record second
to none in helping
Get Oregon Benefits
each other in strike situations," the this vicious law . . . and will suppo
rt brother and sister worke
rs in distress."
counci
all
l said.
efforts to test the constitutionality
PORTLAND, Ore.—Union members
of
Kenne
dyLandr
In
umadditi
Griffin."
on, under the Kennedywho were locked out by the Associated
In conclusion the council went on recGeneral Contractors during the 37-day Landrum-Griffin act,"The federal govstrike in 1958 of teamsters and op- ernment will be permitted to operate ord "... determined to close ranks with
erating engineers in heavy industry, inside any trade union with a com- all of labor to beat back the ugly threat
are entitled to collect jobless pay, Ore- pletely free and unrestricted hand, to- of big business government in its efgon's new unemployment compensation gether with such stool pigeons, coin- , forts to shackle trade unions and to repany stooges, agents provocateur, and duce collective bargaining to an inefappeals board ruled last week.
disgruntled elements as they may fectual ritual."
The precedent-making decision af- choos
e to use for the purpose of attackLOS ANGELES—Eighth annual confects 2,000 members of nine crafts.
ing the union from within, whether
vention of ILWU Local 26 has been
postponed to Saturday, November 21,
according to an announcement made by
the local's office last week.
Reason for the delay is to avoid
SAN FRANCISCO—ILWU Interholding a convention during a period
SAN FRANCISCO—Matson Naviga- to
national Executive Board will meet
when more than a thousand members
fit inside the 24-foot containers,
tion Company will expand and accel- when
here in regular session, November
in the scrap industry are involved in
required.
erate its cargo container program in
30 and December 1.
contract negotiations and face the posThe two bulk carriers now under conthe Hawaii trade, Randolph Sevier, sidera
Board members include in addition
sibility of a strike.
tion are the SS Californian
Matson president; said last week. Under and
to the four titled officers, Lang
Delegates will be elected from the
SS Hawaiian, former Americanconsideration are two C-4 bulk ore car- Hawai
Mackie, Canada; Frank M. Andrews
shops on the basis of one delegate for
ian Steamship Company vessels.
riers for use in the Hawaii sugar trade. Each
and John Maletta, Alaska and Puget
every ten members.
of the big carriers will carry 16,The big vessels also would carry Mat- 000
Sound; Charles Ross, Oregon and
Resolutions and written proposals
tons of bulk sugar and each would
son cargo containers on their decks.
Columbia River; Henry Schmidt,
be fitted to carry 160 of the 24-foot
from members should be received at
Charles "Chili" Duarte and Frank
Meanwhile, work has started in Port- containers on deck.
the local office, attention of the secThompson, Northern California;
land on the 31/2-million dollar converThe Hawaiian Citizen, a C-3, will
retary-treasurer, not later than SaturWilliam Lawrence and William B.
sion of the Matson freighter Hawaiian carry more than 300 of the huge 'aluday, November 14.
Piercy, Jr., Southern California;
Citizen into a full-container ship, Sevier minum containers in her holds and on
Postponement will also provide time
Joseph Kealalio, Kameo Ichimura
said. The container ship job is expected deck when she is converted for excluto complete the international ILWU's
and Yoshinobu Shinsato, Hawaii.
to be completed by April.
survey on organizing plans for Southsive service as a container ship.
ern California.
The company also will purchase 820
new 24-foot containers, including 120
refrigerator containers, and ,450 container chassis at a total cost of about
(From The Dispatcher's Washin
31/, million dollars, the Matson official
gton Office)
complain that they are getting raw
tably _UAW, and AFL building trade
WASHINGTON, D. C.—On the „eve deals
disclosed.
s
from Federation President Georg
of the annual convention of the
e
unions. Although some have been comAFL- Meany, an old AFL hand
Work has begun on assembly of new
himself, in posed - by complicated
compromises, it
gantry cranes for Matson's Honolulu CIO Industrial Union Department, settlement of jurisd
ictional disputes." is known here, that
several.ex-CIO inand Los Angeles container installations, slated to be held here November 9-10,
As
a
case
in
point,
Busin
ess
Week ternationals feel that they
at a total cost Of about $800,000. The a weekly business journal reports that pointed to officials of the
are, getting
Oil Workers the short end of the
settlements.
cranes will be similar to the Matson the federation may be heading toward Union, a former CIO
affilia
te,
who
a
are
new
Business Week suggested that the
internal crisis.
crane at Encinal Terminal, the compaup in arms because of a recent Meany
Renewal of old rivalries "that were
Industrial Union Dept. convention
ny's Bay Area container base.
,
decision awarding to craft unions jurissupposed to have been buried—whe
which will take up the oil union's
n diction over maintenance and
proIn addition, Matson is considering the
repair
AFL and the CIO merged," are
test, may "spark the strongest
show
workers in atomic, chemical, and petropurchase of 3,000 smaller "knockdown"
cited, by Business Week in its "Wash
yet of anti-Meany, anti-AFL senti
- leum plants.
ment
containers for use on an interim basis ingto
n Outlook" department as the rea—unless Reuther and his key lieute
nin the Hawaii freight service; the
Simila
r
disput
es
over
maint
enanc
e ants from the old CIO feel
son for the impending difficulties.
there is
and repair work have plagued relations
smaller containers would be designed
The magazine said ".Ex-CIO officials
more to be gained by a demonstrat
ion
between other industrial unions, noof.labor solidarity at this critical
tane."

irhernatiorical soidarif„

NCDC Warns Kennedy Act
Would Destroy 'Piece by Piece

Date Is Set
For Local 26's
Annual Meet

Shape of Things to Come: Matson Set
For Huge New Containerization Program

Executive Board
Sets Meeting

Business Week: AFL-CIO Faces Crisis
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High Pressure Salesmen, Advertisers
Force You to Pay Sky-High Drug Costs

Cost of Living
Takes New Jump
(From The Dispatcher's Washington Office)

WASHINGTON,D. C.—The month
of September recorded another jump
in the cost of living as prices for all
major groups of goods and services
except transportation pushed the
Labor Department's consumer price
index to a new all-time high.
The department's index rose threetentlIs of one percent between August and September, reaching 125.2
percent of the 1947-49 average. The
latest record level is 1.2 percent
above the figure for September 1958.
According to government tabulations, housing and food costs rose
three-tenths of one percent, clothing
almost a full point, medical care a
half of one percent, and recreation
costs four-tenths of one percent.
Transportation, the only major
group of goods and services that did
not show an increase, dropped by
two-tenths of one percent.

By David W. Angevine
ni7
In varying degrees the drug makers,
your physician, and the corner druggist
share responsibility for the soaring
cost of prescription drugs.
The drug makers are guilty of an
endless multiplication of duplicating
brandname products and combinations
of products.,They seem intent on adding some largely irrelevant substance
to last year's miracle drug so as to
make it obsolete and therefore useless
on the druggists' shelves.
Some of the largest drug makers
have tried to hoodwink prescribing
physicians with their advertising, and
the industry is engaged in high-presImre salesmanship that violates its own
code of ethics.
The physicians are guilty of succumbing to the blandishments of the
drug industry and yielding up their
historic prerogatives. Instead of prescribing drugs, they now prescribe
products. James Cook, medical writer
for the New York Post, reports that.
prescription surveys show that 89 per
cent of the doctors prescribe drugs by
brand rather than scientific name.

pine, codine, insulin. "But when he
opens an office, he is deluged with advertisements and salesmen who expound the special merits of their products. The old reliables are hardly ever
MONOPOLY PRACTICES
mentioned."
Retail druggists have resisted every
Such medical education is "the only
attempt to inject competition into the
real solution," Garb says, "even if it
industry. They have decreed that it is
is long-range. When doctors refuse to
unethical to advertise their prescripbe unduly influenced by the drug maktion prices, and few will even quote
ers, the abuses will stop." Two dozen
a price over the telephone. Their skill
other medical schools have written
as compounders of prescriptions has'
Garb for the outline of his course.
been by-passed by drug makers and
Dr. Gunnar Gundersen, American
physicians, and they have taken refuge
Medical
Association president, may
in so-called fair-trade laws to protect
have had this in mind when he adthemselves from price competition.
vocated in February that doctors be reWhat then can be done to reduce the
examined at regular intervals so their
cost of prescription drugs?
"have kept
patients can be sure they ,
1. Can we expect the drug industry up with significant advances."
to put its own house in order? Hardly.
• 3. Can federal agencies be given
The industry's present operating
drug inmethods are fantastically profitable, greater power to police the
and the Pharmaceutical Manufacturers' dustry? Unquestionably, Federal Trade
Association code of ethics is likely to Commission can do a better job of policing fraudulent and misleading adverremain a dead letter.
John Lear, Saturday Review science tising. This year FTC officials asked
editor, who has cited several violations Congress to restore $230,000 earmarked
of this code by Charles Pfizer & Com- for this work that the budget bureau
pany, says Pfizer "is too big and too had eliminated. Yet when Senator Warpowerful to be subject to Association ren Magnuson (D., Wash.) asked if the
discipliree. Pfizer is more likely to in- law should be amended to give FTC
fluence the drug industry than vice authority over false advertising sent to
doctors, Commissioner Earl Kintner ofversa."
2. Cam we expect the physicians to fered no opinion.
Besides, outright misrepresentation
"smarten up," to be more critical of
drug advertising, to cut free from their is only a minor part of the evil. For
dependence on the drug makers' detail every physician misled by a drug ad,
men, to resist the annual flood of the number of those confused by the
brand-name merchandise, and once plethora of products is legion.
Food & Drug Administration has
again to prescribe drugs instead of
power to ban drugs it finds unsafe for
products?
Albany Medical College of Union use under prescribed conditions. This
University has introduced a course to is good as far as it goes, but it doesn't
help budding physicians steer through touch the thousands of brand-name
the pharmaceutical fog. Dr. Solomon prescription drugs that are ineffective
Garb, who introduced the study, ex- or simply unnecessary. Determining efplains that the medical student is well- ficacy and necessity is so complicated
versed in proved drugs like morphine, that legislative regulation seems far
digitalis, quinine, nitroglycerine, atro- over the horizon.

4. Can the medical profession somehow stem the flood of ineffective and
unnecessary drug products? The U. S.
Public Health Service might subsidize
AMA's council on drugs or its bureau
of investigation to do this work. Yet
AMA received $6 million of its $131/2
million budget last year from drug advert;<;ing, and any AMA effort to police
its No. 1 Santa Claus is bound to
excite public suspicion.
Suggestions , thus far advanced for
arresting the cost of prescription drugs
are not encouraging.
(This is the last of four articles.)

4 Candidates
For President
In Local 10

SAN FRANCISCO—Four candidates
will vie for the office of president at
longshore Local 10—Reino J. Erkkila,
Frank Hendricks, Robert Rohatch and
Walter Williams.
Five men seek tile vice-president's
office and four will compete for secretary-treasurer in elections to be held
Thursday, Friday and Saturday, Notember 12, 13 and 14 at the dispatch
hall.
Running'for vice-president, an honorary position, are Willie Christensen,
Bore Donlan, George Forman, Nils
Lannge, and Frank L. Stout; for secretary-treasurer, Tony Ba tier, George
Bradley, Jack Hogan, and Hexbert
Richards.
Nine men are on the ballot for three
business agents positions: Noel ThorSAN FRANCISCO—Charles "Chili" no, Bill Bronson, Asher Harer, Richard
Duarte and Richard Lynden are run- (Dick) Harp, Bill Hersehman, Jim
fling unopposed in Local 6 for the of- Kearny, Bill McGee, Jack Riley, and
fice of president and secretary-treas- Tommie Silas.
urer respectively.
Sixty eight men are on the ballot for
The traditional -Local 6 -Bulletin, a' dispatcher—nine to be voted for. Other
12-page election edition issued by the offices include, sergeant-at-arms, area
publicity and educational committee,, labor relations committee, publicity
appeared last week with names, pic- committee, board of trustees, promotures and statements for all candidates tions committee, Northern California
for office and complete voting informa- District Council and caucus delegates.
tion for all divisions of the local.
The announcement of the primary
Divisions include San Francisco, election contained a note to the effect
Oakland, Stockton, Crockett, Antioch, that "the constitution has been
and Redwood CitS7. Offices in the elec- amended so that those members who
tion, aside front- the executive officers, fail to vote will have their names
the president and secretary-treasurer, posted in the dispatching hall. Exinclude business agents, dispatchers, ceptions are to be made only for illness
trustees, executive board, district coun- or vacation and the pensioners."
cil, secretaries of individual divisions'
and sergeant of arms.
Local 26 Aids Mine-Mill
The election for Local 6 will be held
LOS ANGELES—A contribution of
on November 10 for San Francisco and $50 was made by ILWU Local 26 to
Rtdwood City; November 12, Oakland support the strike of the Mine, Mill &
division; November 13, Stockton and Smelter Workers at Phelps Dodge and
A
.Crockett divisions.
American Smelting and Refining Co.

Local 6 Vote:
Duarte,Lynden
Unopposed.

Labor Pays for Arms Race 'Most Colossal Waste'
PORTLAND, Ore.—Labor is paying
a "tremendous toll" for today's dangerous arms race—"the most colossal economic waste in the history of mankind."
This is the substance of a report of
the Commission on Labor, whose chairman was Northwest ILWU International Representative James Fantz, at
the two-day peace workshop of the
Oregon Federation for Social Action, a
chapter of the Methodist Federation
for Social Action.
"Labor's interest in peace is equally
as great as that of any other group in
the United States," the report stated.
"The advice often given our labor
unions to leave politics to the politicians and world affairs to the heads of
government, is false advice."
The dangerous arms race—the third
within fifty years—costs the American
people close to $16 billion a year—and
labor pays most of the price to support

this "colossal economic waste."
President Eisenhower's statement
about the toll of war preparation was
recalled at the peace workshop,. which
was held at the Washington Hotel here,
October 24 and 25. The President .said,
in a TV broadcast several years ago:
"Every gun that is made, every warship launched, every rocket fired signifies — in . the final 'analysis-- a. theft
from . those who hunger and are not
fed, those whO 'are cold and are not
•
clothed."
Part of the cost to labor of the war,
economy, it was noted, is restrictive
labor legislation and loss of fundamental rights to, educate, organize and
raise standards of living for millions of
working people, the spirit of the cold
war is reflected in the recent KennedyLandrum-Griffin labor "reform" law
which would tighten a stranglehold on
labor.
"We therefore strongly urge that

workers everywhere help in the struggle for peace," the commission on labor
stated.,"We stand for a disarmament
program beginning now and obtaining
comPete disarmament by 1965". '
In answer to the often-expressed fear
that peace will bring depression, the
commission said, "There is no need
for the worker or any others to fear
this transition to a peace economy. The
Same materials that go into the production of bombs, bayonets or ballistic
missiles, can go into buildings, .food
and clothing, medical care, paper and
typewriters."
The lack of communication between
peoples of the world, whieh causes mistrust, is one of the major causes of
war, the commission stated. This can
be remedied in part with the help
of labor by the following program:
.
"1. An exchange of labor delegates.
with other lands.

"2. Adoption by trade unions of
positive action against racial discrimi- nation.
"3. Rank and file participation in
forming labor policies.
"4. Removal of many military bases
from the very doorsteps of socialist
countries. ,
"5. Endorsement and support by
labor of political candidates who have',
demonstrated sincere concern in ending these tensions."
The peace workshop ,concluded its
report: "Labor can help the cause of
world peace by demanding that our
youth be guaranteed a first rate education, adequate vocational training
and counselling, and a government program of camp facilities for boys and
girls. We must also see that upon completion of his education youth shall
have the Opportunity to engage in useful and remunerative work."
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Alaska ILWU Leader Asks
New Docks, Expanded Trade
KETCHIKAN, ALASKA—The need
for modern dock facilities in this and
other Alaska coastal ports, to attract
new import and export cargo to this
growing state, was made known recently by a local officer of ILWU.
George Anderson, longshore Local 62
dispatcher, and union representative on
the Chamber of Commerce, in a -statement submitted to the State Planning
Commission on October 17, pointed to
"lack of.adequate shoreside or terminal
facilities for the handling of both specialized . and general cargo, as one of
the major problems confronting Alaska
coastal communities dependent on
water transport."
Anderson noted that the privately
owned docks of Ketchikan are inadequate to utilize the amount of manpower and equipment needed to handle
either •incoming or outgoing . cargo in
an efficient and economical manner.
"With the increased use of vans and
other types of containers most of these
docks are not designed for the safe
loading this type of equipment •places
on them," Anderson , said. "None of
them are designed for the use of
modern handling equipment."
He pointed to Stockton, California,
where ILWU longshore Local 54 is located, as an example of a port authority
which has been able to modernize and
expand its docking facilities. It grew
from a small port with berthing space
for only three ships, to a major port
now able to berth fifteen ships. In the
process he said, the port authority of
Stockton "has acquired and made available .large industrial areas, together
with warehousing space and modern
boat handling 'facilities and equipment:
As a result, the port of. Stockton ,has
become an import-export tern-Anal
which has materially contributed to the

Local 34 Stewards
Hold 1959 Banquet
• SAN'FRANCISCO—'-Members of the
stewards council of ILWU Ship Clerks
Local 34 held their annual banquet October 22 at Exposition Grotto.
Speakers congratulating them on
their work of the year were Father
Connelly of the Apostleship of the Sea,
James Cribben, retiring vice president
of the Pacific Maritime Association,
ILWU 2nd Vice President Germain
Bulcke, President Martin Callaghan of
Local 10, ILWU Regional Director William Chester, Local 34 Business Agent
Jerry Preston and Steward Council
Chairman Bill Goheen.
Local 34 President Jerry Donovan
presided.

Arbitrator
Matt Meehan
Faces Surgery
PORTLAND, Ore. — Matt Meehan,
ILWU international representative in
Oregon for many years and now regional arbitrator for ILWU-PMA, was
scheduled to enter the new Bess Kaiser
Memorial Hospital here Noveirnber 3
for radical surgery
involving repair of
a diaphragm hernia
(upside down stomach).
Meehan underwent a similar operi. t ion about ten
years ago, but it
was not successful.
This time a new
technique involving
repair through the
chest cavity was to be used, friends
learned.
Secretary-treasurer of the international union when the secretary's office was in Seattle and many times a
convention and caucus delegate, Meehan •organized the Columbia River, and
was business agent of Local 8 during
the '34 strike.
Oregon became the 33rd state 100
years ago in 1859,

economic growth of the in-imecliate area
as well as a major segment of the state
of California."
"It appears to me," Anderson added,
"that Alaska has the same opportunity
for developing a number of ports which
would attract import cargo and export
cargo particularly for the Oriental
trade."
Modern port facilities,, the State
Planning Commission was told, would
encourage private • firms to acquire
modern ships and barges, and thus
would contribute.to a reduction in the
cost of, transportation, which is one of
the biggest obstacles in the development of resources in Alaska.
It was noted that one of the reasons
for .the high cost of transporting general cargo imported into Alaska is the
lack of a "two-way haul" because
Alaska has not been able to export very
much. Reduced transportation costs
could encourage. export as 'well as lmport, and contribute to an even further
reduction in this serious obstacle to the
state 'development..
One of the purposes of Anderson's
statement was to encourage- the 49th
state's leaders to develop a state port
Authority, which would be. the only organization able to plan long-range construction, coordinate and operate facilities on a sufficiently large scope.
"In the past," Anderson said, "Alaskan transportation problems have been
discussed at great length but there has
not been a state-wide study for both
shoreside facilities and transport requirements, and an attack on this Problem on a comprehensive-basis."

Urge US to
Recognize
New China
• (From Tire Dispaiclicr's Wasliiitglim Office)

.program
leading to the recognition of Red China
by this country has been proposed in a
report prepared for the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee.
Authored by Conlon Associates Ltd.,
a San Francisco consulting firm which
advises • private businessmen on Far
East matters, the report is one of a
series dealing with' major aspects of
US foreign poiicy.
The report drew a mixed reaction
from Chairman J. William Fullbright
of the Foreign Relations Committee.
He termed the report "very - provoca=
live", but. was critical of some of its
proposals on relations with Red China.
• •WASHINGTON,.7

CANNOT IGNORE •
Fullbright agreed with suggestions
that this country "get better acquainted" with Red China and not "continue.
to ;gnore the over 600 million people
on the China mainland."
However, he 'balked at going as far
as the Conlon report urged. He did not
feel the US "should recognize Communist China at the present time" because
of "their continued belligerence and
offensive manners."
In calling for a basic revision in our
China policy, the Conlon group p:.oposed a policy of "exploratiOn and
negotiation" instead of the present program of "containment and 'isolation."
SAME BASIS.
The overall Objective. should be, to
place our relations with, Red China on
the same basis as those 4thNV
the Soviet .
Union.
This would 'mean, the report "set
forth, admission of Red .-China to the
United Nations, resumption of trade in
non-strategic goods, and finally recognition.' • •
•
Among first steps recommended by
the Conlon study groin) were proposals.
calling for an immediate exchange of
newsmen by the US and Red China,
and the establishment of a non-governmental group to undertake "informal
discussions" with Chinese leaders.
The latter suggestion parallels an
idea advanced by Rep. Charles Porter
of Oregon, who has taken a leading
position in working for an opening of
trade relations'with ^ Red China..
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BIG SIAM AND LITTLE IFISHES
OW THAT the migratory waterfowl
OU CAN add a pair of these fish-season is in high gear, we're hopgetting Shyster fishing lures to
ing you reader folk have managed to your tackle box by digging down in
get your share of wingers.
your photo file and coming out with a
Sharpshooters that you are, we're
passing along the following information on how to 'dress a member of the
waterfowl clan, a Canadian Honker.
The same basic cleaning method can be
applied to other wingers:
Step No.1—First off, pick the feathers around the neck., On the particular photo (black and white, and it doesn't
bird used in this illustration; it proved
have to be a late one) depicting a huntbest to start at the head feathers and ing scene.
work down toward the feet. A proven
Just Send the photo and a few words
method is to pick small groups of feath- as to what the photo is about to:
ers between thumb and forefinger and
Fred Goetz
turn the hand over in a movement akin
Dept. TD
to turning a key in,a keyhole. You- may
404 Times Bldg.
tear the skin if you try to remove too
Portland 4, Oregon
many feathers at once.
*
*
Step No. 2.—At this point the oil
EVERY TIME the subject of sturgeon
gland in the tail may be removed. Cut
is brought up, your columnist rethe entire gland free, and make sure
.calls Alec Bajkov, the renowned Northyou remove all the whitish material in
west fishery biologist, .who passed
the two glands under the skin. The bird
away several years ago.
may now be singed over a small fire.
Alec was, in our opinion, the most
(Leaving the feet and head on up to
learned
man of this subject, and he was
this point provides handles to work
recognized all over the world as such.
with.)
Bajkov, for many years a member•
Step No. 3—Bird is "broken down,"
providing easy access for, removal of of the Oregon Fish Commission, was a.
internal organs after the lateral in- man of scientific sureness and truth
cision is made along the base of the rib and was generous with his hard-earned
cage. For larger birds, the edge of the knowledge. .
From him, we learned that , some
table 'serves as -a fulcrum:
Step No. 4—Remove the liver, heart, Sturgeon are anadromous (sea run),
and gizzard for giblets. Peel away the while others are strictly freshwater
muscle from the .gizzard sac, careful residents, and that all sturgeon spawn
not to,cut into the sac. Wrap giblets in in fresh water.
Female sturgeon reach maturity at
wax paper for storage in body cavity
any age between 15 and 20 years. The
if the bird is to be frozen..
males mature at a slightly earlier -age
..Step No. • 5—Wash bird thoroughly
than the female, but the female attains
and drain well. After draining, the bird
. _
can be packaged in freezer bag, alumi- greater size than the male.
Sturgeon do not necessarily spawn
num foil or double thickness locker
paper. Package should be airtight! every year. Breeding intervals may run
Mark specie of bird and date'ofkill on
up to periods of;Jour years or more.
The Columbia river "white sturgeon,"
package.
reaching an age of 50 years, may acOME scattergunners like to skin count for well over 4,000,000 eggs.
their birds and do a mighty clean
That's a lot of caviar!
job of it. Plucking takes a little longer,
There are two kinds of sturgeon in
but it seems to be the most popular our northwest waters—the white sturmethod and it assures top table fare.
geon and the green sturgeon—the white
Rambling on a bit further, we hasten sturgeon being the largest of the two..
to take into consideration the problem The belief that the white sturgeon was
of folks who might want to keep- their anadromous has been disproved.
downed wingers in the field for a few
On the other hand, the "green sturdays—without refrigeration. Here, field
geon" is migratory. It is usually found
dressing, is a must!
in brackish waters--seldom above tide- Leaving the feathers on provides an
water reaches. The white sturgeon is
excellent insulation and helps retain the most palatable of the two.
the cold through the warm days. Hang
Biologists determine the age of the
the birds tif) at night if possible, and sturgeon by counting growth rings on leave hanging in the shade during the, the pectoral fins, in .a similar manner
day.
as growth rings on a tree are counted.
In the field dressing operation, you The following length-to-age table was
must remove the interrcal organs. Also
prepared from their findings:
make an inc:sion in the neck to remove
7 ft., 9 in.-32 years old
windpipe and crop. If the crop contains
• 8 ft:, 6 in.-12 years old
food matter, its removal is essential as
10 ft.-46-50 years old
spoilage in this area can taint the meat.
From the above chart it can readily
' If You're field dressing, remove gizzard,'heart and liver. Use rid water to be seen that the sturgeon is a slow- ,
clean the bird! Rather, wipe the body growing fish and rigid protection must
cavity with a clean rag after the in-' be maintained if extinction is to be
'sides are removed. As the body cavity averted.
*
dries, a glaze will form and act as an
'JERE'S
a
smattering
of "take-emimpenetrable film against flies and
for-what-they-are-worth" tips for
other insects.
On very warm days it is a good idea scattergunners:
1. Wait "til the birds are in range
to pack the cold'birds'in a sleeping bag
or wrap in canvas t6 help hold the cold. before' you shoot. Shooting at birds too
The meat of waterfowl can be aged, far away doesn't add up to clean kills.
like any other like-meat, to give best
2. Use the correct shot size with
quality. Several days in the field can
maximum loads to insure a clean kill.
132 beneficial to that bird in the pan,—
Waterfowl are hardy, tough birds to
if the bird is kept chilled all the way: . drop—you should know.
Okay, you scattergun fans,' go get
3: Line Up downed birds carefully,
'em. •
using trees, stumps, patches of vegeta*
tion or other like-landmarks. Seek the
HE TALES of the sturgeon fisher- downed wingers- as soon as possible.
s man Of laYgone days tend to rival
4. For maximum . waterfowl-hunter
those of Paul Bunyan and that blue ox. efficiency -use a good retriever dog. A
Only difference is that'many of them' 'good'Tetriever 'will- eliminate a lot of
are true.
bone chilling work for yourself, and
There is an authentic record in the will cut down loss of crippled birds. If
files of the Washington Bureau of a you can't take the dog, be equipped to
sturgeon that weighed 1,285 pounds. It wade with sound, high boots--,---and a
was a female and carried 125 pounds of change of socks, just in case an emercaviar.
gency arises.
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Heart Bears Brunt When
You Are Overweight

Trade Talk

Representative Chales 0. Porter of Oregon's Fourth District chatted in his hotel room October 28 with ILWU Research Director Lincoln Fairley and Second Vice President Germain Bu!eke just
before addressing the World Trade Association of the San Francisco Chamber
of Commerce on the obsolescence of US policy toward Red China. He proposed
a "Committee of Three Billion" to combat the propaganda of Chiang
*
Kai-Shek's
China lobby, known as the "Committee of One Million."

Porter:- Chiang Means War;
China Trade Leads to Peace

•

4 SAN FRANCISCO — Representative
Charles 0. Porter (D. 4th Ore.), proposed here October 28 that a Committee of Three Billion—the approximate
population of the world—be set up to
counter the propaganda of the China
lobby which calls itself the Committee
of One Million.
•
Addressing the San Francisco Area
World Trade Association of the San
Francisco Chamber of Commerce, at a
luncheon held at. the Fairmont Hotel,
the congressman said:
"It would be most appropriate if a
nation-wide action committee was
started here today by this association,
"a committee that would consolidate the
great forces of public opinion which today in the United States demand new
and more appropriate policies with
respect to China. I am certain such an
effort would achieve overwhelming
support, support which could not be
ignored by the administration.
"My recomMendation also is that
the committee support legislation to
put over trade with China, North Korea
and North Vietnam on the same basis
as our trade with the Soviet Union."
Porter was sharply critical of the US
State Department policies with respect
to Red China. He challenged the department's position that advantages of
trade with Pieping would "prove more
ephemeral than real."
"How about letting our businessmen

make these decisions on the basis of the
hard facts they know how to gather?"
said the congressman, who .concluded:
"The policy of the cold shoulder to
Red China and of warm embrace of
Chiang Kai-shek is leading us to war.
A new policy of formal handshake, or
arm-length communication is in order
in both instances. The stakes•are high,
the lives of many of. our children, at
least, and at most the survival of Western civilization."
"Chiang has no serious intention of
reconquering the China mainland,"
Porter said. "There is not very much.
chance that the Peiping government
will collapse."

New York Checkers
Local Bans Bias
NEW YORK—Racial discrimination
on the New York waterfront achieved
another setback recently as the previously all-white Checkers and Clerks
Union of the International Longshoremen's Association, one of the port's
larger unions, agreed to comply with
the orders of the New York state commission against discrimination.
The first two Negroes in the union's
history were admitted to union membership, and the union agreed to.comply with the law for consideration of
applicants "without regard to race,
creed, color or national origin."

ILWU Auxiliary News
.11•110.01.1M.•

Northern California
Activities
STOCKTON — The Northern California Council of ILWU Auxiliaries,
meeting here last month to review their
summer doings and make plans for the
future, reported considerable auxiliary
activity in the last few months on numerous fronts.
Delegates reporting from Oakland,
San Francisco, Eureka, and Stockton
spoke of the campaign of mail to congressmen, especially encouraging them
to vote against anti-labor legislation;
work in connection with pensioners picnics and other old-timers activities;
money-raising for scholarship funds,
through rummage sales, sewing and
similar activities.
Assistance to various union locals
was a significant item, notably to help
build the longshore Local. 10 sports
committee and help furnish equipment
for this activity. One auxiliary established a "strike fund."
Stockton and San Francisco auxiliaries presented movies of the ILWU
-

12th Biennial convention in Seattle and
the Bloody Thursday Parade hi' San
Francisco.
Nominations and elections of officers
for 1960 are slated for the January 10
meeting in San Francisco.

Hallowe'en Party for
Cutter Lab Strikers
Halloween decorated tables spread
with "snacks," grinning pumpkins,
huge cakes and coffee delighted the
surprised Cutter Lab strikers at their
meeting Friday, October 30, in Oakland.
Local 6 sponsored the affair and
called upon Ladies Auxiliary No. 17 to
plan and serve the refreshments.
Women of the Auxiliary were introduced to the Cutter strikers and were
thanked warmly by them.
Auxiliary members who participated
were: Gwyn Arnold, Jo Nell Daniels,
Wenonah Drasnin, Willie Franklin,
Beatrice Fischer, Willie Mae Hayes,
Ruby Johnson, Bessie Joseph and Idalynd Rutter.

rush food through the 'Systdm ... drugs
to stimulate metabolism . .. dehydration drugs alleged to 'flush' or 'melt'
... cigarettes and chewing gum."
virHE MAN preparing to climb a fat off.
Bulk laxatives have been sold with
mountain cuts all the weight he
can from his gear. The experienced assurances they "fill up the stomach
and thus cause loss of appetite." But
hiker carries'a light pack.
"How mtic:i more important it is to they don't produce bulk in the stomach.
lighten the burden of excess pounds so They work only in the intestine after
many of us carry, constantly," writes leaving the stomach.
The HEW statement cites 27 recent
Dr. Alan Bleich in the new Group
Health Association MD Column. Food and Drug Administration cases
"Mountain climber and hiker make where, under court order, shippers
their efforts only occasionally, but the either took their products off the maroverweight person carries his useless ket or cut false weight-control claims
out of their labeling (FDA can act
burden every step he takes."
against
mislabeling after the fact, but
The heart bears the brunt. To lift
each extra pound and carry it through present legislation gives it no power to
work and play, the heart must pump require manufacturers to prove claims,
that much harder. If you've had heart before putting a product on the mardisease from any cause, obesity can re- ket.)
Among the untrue claims for vibrasult in further harm to the heart.
• Overweight is hard on other parts of tors, including hand units, pillows,
the body, too, including the legs. The chairs, tables and mattresses, were
promises they would reduce "fatty
mechanics of carrying the extra pounds
may lead to varicose veins, sometime€ spots and unsightly bulges," increase
circulation to carry away fatty deposits
troubles in the joints.
in- the blood, "melt away pounds and
Self esteem suffers, often severely.
inches, break down fatty tissues."
Except in a very few people the cause
A device similar to a rolling pin, a
of too much weight is eating more than
the body uses. Any serious efforts to corrugated rubber cylinder about ten
reduce means a fundamental and last- inches long with handles on each end,
ing change in diet, which takes plan- was supposed to accomplish the impossible, "roll away ugly.fat."
ning, attention and effort.
Your doctor's guidance is essential
to make sure the extra pounds aren't Get the Facts and
due to some underlying medical prob- Don't Be A Sucker
lem requiring special treatment. Once
FACT sheet accompanied the HEW
that's ruled out, the doctor can then
statement, giving the "consensus
be helpfal in 'advising you on diet or
steering you to reliable sources of diet of informed medical opinion" on the
information. If you're seriously • over- various drugs and devices for weight
weight you may like working with a reducing. It includes details on what
doctor especiallY interested in obesity. these products realAy.do, lijFe the drgs
who's keeping up with all develop- that • are more 'likely to add to weight
ments, who can give you hints gained than reduce it. You can obtain a copy
from others' experience on sticking to by writing to the Food, and Drug Adyour resolutions, whose approach takes ministration, Washington 25, D.C.
If the imagination that goes into proyour feelings into account.
After restoring your waistline to the moting the infinite variety of worthless
size you want, you'll feel what Dr. reducing schemes went to work spreadBleich calls a "sense of well-being and ing the diet plans that are interesting,
lightness known only to those who've challenging and effective for reducing,
gone the course," itself an encourage- there could be more progress for more
people toward a healthful, comfortable
ment to keep your figure.
shape.

A

Ignore Phoney Claims
About Effortless Methods
IT IS important in today's weight control battle to ignore tempting but
phoney claims for effortless reducing
methods. Worthless reducing schemes
are probably the most lucrative of
frauds in the health field, according to
the U.S. Security of Health, Education
and Welfare, Arthur S. Flemming.
In a statement last month launching
a campaign for increased public awareness as protection against frauds, Flemming quoted an American Medical
Association estimate that "overweight
Americans are being fleeced of $100,000,000 a year in their purchases. of
spurious diet aids and useless mechanical devices."
"An article that science has not yet
produced," he said, is "a simple, safe
and sane food, drug or device which
will bring about loss of weight" without
cutting down on foods.
"Unscrupulous promoters by the
scores have rushed into the vacuum
with their worthless pills, potions,
freak diets and mechanical gadgets.
Riding the crest of the wave at the mo.
ment are the electric vibrators...."

McClellan to Quit
Labor Quiz Soon
(From The hispatder's Washington Office)

• WASHINGTON, D.C.—The second of
its interim reports covering hearings
in 1958-59 has been issued by the McClellan rackets committee.
The McClellan committee is scheduled to go out of business right after
the first of the year. No further hearings have been announced for the balance of the committee's existence.
The latest report covers inquiries
dealing with the Teamsters in Philadelphia, certain officials of the Carpenters, and the Hotel and Restaurant
Union in Chicago.
Additional reports, largely devoted
to Jimmy Hoffa, are expected to be
released in December and January.

Market Flooded with
False Reducing Promises
ROM records of the Food and Drug

F

Administration and Better Business
Bureau, Flemming demonstrated the
variety of products sold with false reducing promises, "bath salts and bath
cabinets, soaps, pastes, creams, girdles,
belts, rubber suction cups for 'spot' reducing, purgatives and laxatives to

Television
Station
KOMO in Seattle named Margie Haskett secretary of the day on last October 22 and sent her the rose shown
in the picture. Margie is a setretary in
the office of ILWU Longshore Local 19.

Margie & Rose
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What Peace Would Do To You
Quick and important changes could
be expected if defense spending were
cut.
Any abrupt softening of cold war
pressures—if it comes—can bring this
country a boom, not the recession suggested by such phrases as "peace
scare."
It will bring changes likely to affect
your business. The principal changes
you should expect are:
• A rise in consumer spending far surpassing the cut in military spending
and concentrated on such things as
houses, automobiles, furniture and
household appliances.
• A terrific upsurge in spending for
new plants and equipment.
• Larger incomes for everybody to
spend and invest.
• A higher standard of living.
• Lower taxes.
• A larger labor force.
• Increased pressure for federal aid of
various kinds.
• A temporary threat of inflation
which can be readily countered.
Some industries and individuals
would be hurt temporarily. Soon these
industries and all the rest of us would
be wondering how we ever paid such
high taxes and denied ourselves so
many of the benefits our productive
capacity makes possible.
Those who feel that the present $46
billion of spending for national security
is a necessary prop to the economy
overlook the fact that this expenditure
is a pressure as well as a stimulant.
DREAMS
They also forget that people tend to
dream of what they would like to buy
long before they buy it. Studies by the
University of Michigan, among others,
have shown that aspirations grow with
income. A family with $4,000 to spend
has less ambitious dreams than a family with $10,000. But, if a windfall
drops unexpected money in its lap,
either family is likely to be in the Market for houses, automobiles, home furnishings and household appliances
almost at once.
The question then becomes: How
quickly and to what extent would consumer buying take up the slack left by
reduced military spending?
The answer is:
Probably in one year—certainly in
two—the economy would be stronger
than ever.
What has happened after previous
cuts in military spending supports this
prediction:
In 1919 military spending was $18
billion—more than 20 per cent of all
business done that year. These expenditures dropped to $6.5 billion in 1920
and to about $5 billion in 1921. But
total spending dropped less than five
per cent in constant dollars in 1920,
nine per cent more in 1921. By 1922 the
economy was back to the 1919 level;
in 1923 it was 10 per cent higher.
BUSINESS PROSPERS
After World War II, defense spending was cut 90 per cent, but the total
volume of business done dropped less
than two per cent from 1953 to 1954
and by 1955 business was six per cent
above previous peaks.
In all these cases consumer shortages
and inadequate factory capacity helped
hurry the upturn. Today industry has
nearly adequate capacity in most lines
and consumers are well stocked. Standards of living are high. The need to
spend is less urgent than after a war
period.
To estimate how much these changes
would delay an upturn in consumer
spending to fill the void left by a defense cutback, we must assunie the
answers to some questions:
• How much will defense spending
be cut?
• Will the cut come suddenly or
gradually?
• How quickly will taxes be cut and
how?
• Will the cut come in a period of
boom or recession?

How much cut? Even assuming
the end of the cold war, we would not

How NATION'S BUSINESS
Views The Prospect of It
stop all defense spending. A reasonable
first step would be to reduce our offensive forces. We could cut back outlays on manned bombers, on atomic
submarines, on foreign bases, and reduce the size of the armed forces.
We might maintain our defense establishment and continue work on missiles because of the value of the
research and as a deterrent to attack.
Such a program might cut spending in
half, or by $23 billion a year.

How quick the cut? It would
take a lot of persuading to convince
the government that such a cut should
be made abruptly. Precautions, both

foods, clothes and personal care increased from 1957 to 1958. Outlays for
automobiles and houses declined.
NEW BUYING HABITS
But a rise in percapita income
changes buying habits.
Such a change has an impact on
total business far exceeding the amount
of the income rise. The reason, often
overlooked, is simple.
Suppose the American people cut
their purchases of automobiles from
around $15 billion a year to $7 billion
but stepped up their purchases of private airplanes and motor boats by $8

Editor's note: Nation's Business, from which this article in
the October issue is reprinted, is published by the United States
Chamber of Commerce and therefore an authentic mouthpiece of
the corporations that rule the country. In the same issue, the mdgazine views with alarm the few men from labor in public office
and calls for tougher laws against labor. On these latter things
and other matters touching on the national welfare we view as selfserving propaganda and of little real import. But when it comes
to hard, cold business and how more dollars can be squeezed out,
we recognize the chamber as expert and authentic, just as we recognize the Wall Street Journal as accurate and faithful to the interests of business in its reporting. When the chamber says that
prosperity can follow dumping of the cold war with disarmament
and peace, we believe it knows what it is talking about.
military and economic, would suggest
that it should be spread over two years
at least.

billion. That is no change in total
spending, only in how the money is
spent.

Tax cuts? All of this money would
not be returned to the people. Some
would undoubtedly be used to give additional support to ptesent activities—
highways, for instance. More would be
siphoned off as pressure groups convinced Congress that it should give
more money to projects already undertaken or to new ones. Assuming that
these groups should win $3 billion for
their pet schemes, a tax cut of $20
billion would still be possible.

Producers of airplanes and motor
boats would have to expand production
tremendously. Auto firms, meanwhile,
would reduce their expansion of plant
capacity but they would continue to
spend for things that would increase
prodnction efficiency or add to market
appeal. They would also change some
of their capacity to meet the new consumer demand. They would reduce total investment only a little.
The building of factories, the production and installation of equipment to
handle an $8 billion increase in motor
boats and airplanes would require a far
greater outlay than would have been
required had auto sales continued their
former rate. Any important shift in
market demands, whether by industry
or consumers, usually requires major
new investment which creates additional employment. This, in turn, causes
additional consumer purchases and employment.

If the cut in defense spending were
spread over two years, this would mean,
roughly, that taxes could be reduced
$10 billion the first year and an additional $10 billion the second.
The first cut might logically be
spread through all the brackets of the
personal income tax. The second might
be divided equally between personal
and corporation levies.

State of economy? Merely to
make the situation tougher, we will
assume that this happens in a period
of recession and that over the two year
period reduction of the military establishment will add 500,000 men each
year to the labor force.
With these assumptions in mind,
let's now consider what can be expected
in each of these two years.

-

THE FIRST YEAR

Personal income in this country has
been increasing at the rate of about
three per cent a year. Within a few
years it is expected to reach $415 billion. Of this, federal income taxes at
present rates would take $55 billion,
leaving spendable income of $360 billion. A tax cut of $10 billion would
almost double the anticipated income
increase for that year. The number of
households with disposable incomes
under $5,000 a year would drop by
more than 400,000. Those with incomes
of $5,000 to $7,000 would increase abOut
500,000.
So long as all consumer wants are
not satisfied, this kind of jackpot is
going to lead people to the market
place.
Even when incomes are falling, people tend to maintain certain purchases.
Outlays for tobacco, more expensive

The fact that the shift from military
hardware to consumer goods may accentuate the result. Certainly it does
not change it.

THE SECOND YEAR
Assuming that the second year's $10
billion tax cut were divided equally between individuals and corporations,
each would retain about $5 billion. This
would represent, under present rates,
a corporation tax cut Of about 2,0 per
cent.
The cut in corporate taxes would release money for dividends and for additional plants to meet increased sales. It
would encourage further investment in
industry. The additional personal and
corporate income generated by this
business would help absorb the 500,000
men released from the armed forces
and would increase federal revenues.
Even with the $3 billion increase in
nondefense spending that we have accepted as possible, the government
should have a surplus.
Whether the predictable consumer
rush to market would feed an inflationary boom would depend on how well
plant expansion kept abreast of increasing demand.
It is enough at this point to conclude
that the rush would encourage eco-

nomic growth, without trying to be so
rapid as to be dangerous. When the
time comes, if it appears likely that the
boom will get out of hand, it should be
possible to delay the cuts in personal
income taxes. It might be wise, and
feasible, to save a second personal tax
cut for later use.
All this adds up to the fact that in
the long run the economy can grow as
fast with a low, as with a high, military
component. It should be noted, too, that
the civilian market grows in more stable fashion than does the military market.
One danger, however, should be recognized. The need for basic research
will be even greater if civilian markets
become a larger proportion of total
markets.
INCREASE STANDARDS
If the savings rate is high, and research and development outlays remain
high, resources are available for a relatively fast expansion and replacement
of capacity. This will permit a rapid
growth in productivity. If the economy
is largely civilian, this means that most
of the growth will be realized through
increases in the standard of living.
In spite of the advantages of a peace
over a war economy, the shift will
bring some pressures—notably inflationary pressures. There will be adjustments to make.
Russia, meanwhile, gives few substantial indications that she is willing
to limit the struggle for world domination to the economic field alone. But if
the day ever comes when the Soviet is
willing to fight with plowshares rather
than swords, our standard of living will
rise faster than ever and our cyclical
swings will be reduced.

Letter to the Editor
Bernabe Victory
Editor: On behalf of the LUcio. Bernabe Defense Committee- I am indeed
happy to inform you that the effort
to prevent the deportation to Mexico
of -Brother Lucio Bernabe has ended in
complete victory.
Brother Bernabe has received in the
last few days an alien registration card
from the Immigration Service which
means that he has been successful in
creating a record of admission for permanent residence. It means that he is
no longer deportable and is eligible for
citizenship.
Action was completed under a fairly
recent statute which allows a record of
permanent admission to be created in
any case of admission prior to June 28,
1940, where the residence has been continuous since such entry, the applicant
is of good moral character and is not
ineligible for citizenship.
Lloyd E. McMurray, attorney for
Brother Bernabe commented that "this
terminates the case and terminates
your deportation problems."
We are deeply aware that this victory for decency, democracy and civil
liberties could not have been won without the generous aid given by Brother
Bernabe's many friends, many unions
both within and outside of the ILWU,
the Northern California Committee for
Protection of the Foreign Born who
handled his case, Rep. Charles Gubser
who lent his able support, and many
others.
The successful conclusion of this case
proves once again that we can secure
justice through democratic processes
if enough people are made aware of
injustice and act boldly and speedily
enough to rectify it. We fervently hope
that all those who gave so freely of
their time and financial assistance will
now direct their efforts to bringing
about those changes in the Immigration
Law so desperately needed to remove it
as a constant threat to the foreignborn in our country.
BENJAMIN ESQUIBEL,
Chairman, Lucio Bernabe
Defense Committee
San Jose, California
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Cutter Lab Strike Continues
Solid in its Seventh Week

(Continued from Page 1)
a Cutter supervisor from using his garage as a warehouse, and distribution
center.
Office workers, on the other hand,
have crossed the picket line. As a result, the Office Employees International Union (AFL-CIO) cancelled the
contract for the office workers for a
violation of union principals. In the
meantime the office help has petitioned
for decertification; the matter is pending before NLRB. The spokesman for
the office help insisted at the NLRB
henring that the office girls "don't
want to do any harm to the Cutter Lab
strikers" and are not performing any
of the ILWU work behind the picket
line.
Cutter Lab officials were brought
before Alameda County district attorney's office after the union protested
that the company advertised for a part
time typist-clerk without stating specifically in the ad that the 'plant was
on strike. This is a criminal offense, in
violation of the California State Labor
Code (Sec. 973) and carries a penalty
of 6 months in jail and/or $500 fine.
The union didn't press the complaint
after the company agreed it would
cease its illegal advertising and promise not to do it again. The District
Attorney's Berkeley office warned that
another such incident would mean legal
action against the company.
Cutter Lab is feeling the consequences of the strike on other fronts.
For example, a wholly owned subsidiary of Cutter, Pacific Plastics Products Company in San Francisco, has
been picketed and is shut down to all
receiving and delivery. The company
filed a complaint with the labor board

charging Local 6 is in violation of secondary boycott, and this complaint is
pending.
In another case Cutter cargo destined
for Panama was left behind at. Encinal
Terminal when the ship sailed. Cutter
filed another unfair labor charge,
claiming a secondary boycott, and this
too is pending.
LOCAL 26 AIDS
In Los Angeles ILWU Local 26 picketed Cutter's warehousing depot and
distribution center successfully, and
Local 6 has announced that if the strike
continues much longer, the union is
exploring possibility of shutting down
the Cutter plant at Chattanooga, Tenn.
as well as other warehousing and distribution centers throughout the country.
Cutter has a long, unpleasant history
of labor difficulties since its founding.
Even during its best times, union
spokesmen said, it has maintained a
heavy handed policy in labor relations.
In the Local 6 recommendation for
the $1 a month assessment from the
entire local, it was noted that aside
from wage issues Cutter has a background of anti-union attitudes, speed
.up tactics and a history of discharging
union -stewards as well as threatening
reprisals against those who are militant in their union activities.
Local 6 indicated also that Cutter's
profit picture cuts out any possible
argument about inability to pay a wage
that would bring their workers into
some kind of parity with the area rate.
In the first nine months of 1959; it was
said, Cutter profits, gross and net, were
higher than in the entire year 1958.
1958 was the highest profit year in the
history of Cutter Labs.

N WHAT forces can union people everything about
it — including its
depend when their unions—and vagueness, fuzziness, hypocritical
lantherefore their livelihood, conditions of guage about "democracy"
in unions and
work, security, and dignity as human much else besides.
beings—are threatened? The answer
There is another key for better unshould be pretty clear to all of us. derstand
ing of such legislation. Who
We depend on ourselves.
are its sponsors? Lately the NAM,
This point is made clear to us this Chamber
of Commerce and other top
year as the labor movement is saddled level business
groups have admitted
with the Kennedy - Landrum - Griffin their hand
in writing, paying for adverlaw, whose purpose — written in the tising,
and finally pushing the bill into
most vague and fuzzy language—is to law.
create confusion with its many timeNow search back into your own exbombs and unseen booby traps; to diperience and ask yourself this imporvide workers from their unions; unions
tant question: are these people, or
from other unions; and above all else
have they even been, interested in
to try to stop further organization of
democracy in the trade union movethe unorganized.
ment? Or isn't it more to the point that
We depend primarily upon ourselves.
these forces have always been against
Decades of experience, in organizing,
all unions, of any kind—because it is
in negotiating, on the bricks, etc., tell
unionism as such that they hate and
us we must continue to depend on our
fear. They don't want democratic unown strength.
ions, they don't want clean unions, they
The international officers of this undon't want free unions—they want no
ion have spent a great deal of time
unions!
recently analyzing the Kennedy-LanA study of the law easily points out
drum-Griffin Law, trying to find its
booby traps, reading it with an eye to that if you let yourself become trapped
its cynical disregard for the real needs in the web of its application, then most
of the time and energy that should be
of labor—in short, trying to understand
its complete purpose and report to all spent on union business will be spent
locals what it means. It is a vaguely trying to figure out how to comply,
written bill—purposely so, we believe how to "live with" a bad law, how to
—but never too vague to make clear its sidestep the many hidden booby traps.
That isn't our job as union leaders.
anti-union intent.
It is our hope that we will have as We expect to spend our time and enmany answers as possible to all the ergy organizing, improving conditions,
questions the union officials and mem- raising wages, intelligently meeting the
bers will ask and, despite the law, con- challenge of mechanization and much
tinue to find ways and means to else that union men are interested in—
strengthen our ranks, organize the un- not on how to "live with" a bad law.
Pensioners Vote ONLY at 140 No. Hunter St.,
VOTING DATES LOCAL 6
organized, develop tighter unity.
Stockton.
Members can vote only in Division of which
CROCKETT—Nov, 13 Vote at following locaWe ought to stop and think, however,
they are members.
tions:
HE MEMBERSHIP should never
how this kind of law comes about, espeSAN FRANCISCO—Nov. 10, 10:00 A.M. to 9:09
C & H. Smoke Houseforget that it will be up to them
P.M.
7:00 A.M. to 8:30 A.M.
cially in view of the overwhelming vote
3:00 P.M. to 5:30 P.M.
SCOTTISH RITE AUDITORIUM, Sutter &
—the rulers of our union—to determine
for it in Congress. We cannot become
Port Costa Brick WorksVan Ness Avenue.
where we go. In the face of other re9:00 A.M. to 11:00 A.M.
Special Note to San Francisco Pensioners:
so cynical about some of the congress6:09 P.M. to 6:30 P.M.
Pensioners can Vote ONLY at Scottish Rite
strictive
labor laws, we built a strong,
Union
Hall
-12:00 noon to 2:00 P.M.
Aud.—No other location.
men that labor put in Washington that
Antioch Unit Kaiser Gypsum, Main GateIn addition to Scottish Rite, for the convendemocratic organization. Under the imwe
decide
7:00
to
A.M.
turn
to
our
8:30
A.M.
ience of San Francisco members who work or
backs on political
3:00 P.M. to 5:30 P.M.
Jive on the Peninsula, votes may also be cast
activity. We only need to keep in mind, pact of a Taft-Hartley injunction in
REDWOOD CITY—Nov. 10
on November 10 at
Forester of America Hall, Middlefield Roadwhen election time comes around again, 1948, we not only used a "cooling off"
South San Francisco-11:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.,
11:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.
United Steel Workers Hall, Local 1069, 208
the
need for being even more careful, period to make our strike hotter, but
Redwood
City Pensioners Vote ONLY in RedMiller Ave., So. San Francisco (Miller Ave. is
wood City.
1 block off Grand Ave., and hall is between
more positive in our demands to candi- we won a clean cut victory. The law
ALL BALLOTS WILL BE COUNTED ON
Linden & Cypress. Going North or South,
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 14
drop off Freeway at Grand Ave. Crossing).
dates that they live up to their prom- should not frighten us but should acBE SURE TO BRING YOUR MEMBERSHIP
Redwood City—Foresters of America Hall,
tually give us new strength and deterises.
BOOK WITH YOU WHEN YOU VOTE
Middlefield Road, 11:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.
mination, by encouraging us to tighten
OAKLAND—Nov. 12, 7:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M.
UNION HALL, 160 Grand Ave., Oakland.
LOCAL 10 PRIMARY
our ranks, and bring us even closer
Special Note to Oakland Pensioners: PensionHE KEY of the Kennedy-Landrum- together in democrat
The polls will be open in the Dispatching Hall,
ers Can Vote ONLY at 160 Grand Ave.—No
a
ic structure.
301 Beach Street, San Francisco, from 6:00 A.M.
other location.
Griffin bill can be found in one
to 6:00 P.M., Thursday, Friday and Saturday,
It is true that a great deal of public
San Leandro-7:00 P.M. to 9:00 P.M., Iberico
November 12th, 13th and 14th, 1959.
basic
idea: its purpose is to control the opinion has been conditio
Hall, 1349 Hays St., San Leandro.
ned against
TO VOTE IN THE PRIMARY ELECTION,
El Cerrito-7:00 P.M. to 9:00 P.M., Cerrito Thealabor movement by forces outside of labor recently. The
SEPTEMBER DUES MUST BE PAID. BRING
forces at work that
tre, 10070 San Pablo Ave., El Cerrito.
YOUR UNION BOOK AND PICTURE PASS.
labor's
STOCKTON—Nov. 13, 7:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.
ranks!
If
you keep that key put over the Kennedy-Landrum-Griffin
EVERY MEMBER SHOULD MAKE IT HIS
UNION HALL, 140 No. Hunter St., Stockton.
BUSINESS TO VOTE.
idea in mind you'll understand most bill used highly
advanced methods.
With the most modern weapons in this
electronic age, TV, radio, news wires,
magazines — a continuous barrage
against labor was hurled by our enemies.
But we've gone through these attacks, and worse, before this. And we've
not only survived, but become even
stronger.
If we recognize the meaning behind
the anti-labor campaign, and understand the real meaning of the new law
and how it operates, we can understand
why our union is challenging this law.
In answer to the question that many
.of us have asked: "Who runs your
Union?" we will never have any problem in our response: "We run our
union."
And the reason we've survived all
these years and intend to survive for
a long time to come is found in that
answer. We don't intend just to maintain that we have now, just try to get
along. Our pattern of life will be to
challenge anti-labor forces where the
Local 40 Supercargoes and Checkers honor their retired pensioners at challenge is most effective—by more
a banquet held in the Supercargoes and Checkers building in Port- organizing—by tighter unity, by greatland, Oregon. It was attended by oldtimers and their wives, and widows were among the honored
guests. A good time was er democratic control, by growth and
enjoyed by all despite the stormy, wet night outside that kept many of the pensioners away
from
the festivities. A good expansion.
turnout of pensioners was there because, as some of them expressed it, "the ships must sail
That will be our pattern and we invite
and
the
has to be done."
There were cocktails, a banquet and entertainment. The honored guest was Mr. R. E. Ferguson localjob
manager of Pacific the rest of the labor movement to join
,
Maritime Association in Portland, who attended with his wife. In the picture, from left to right are
C. R. Albers, Sr., us in this.

ILWU Local Election Notices
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Portland Honors Pensioners

N. J. Day, G. F. Porth, H. W. Harkson, C. A. Stewart, C. W. Williams, J. 0. Mathison, J. W. Schreiner, G. B. Dixon,
E.
Gardner, M. J. Sondergaard, W. J. Harold, A. W. House, J. W. Keegan, E. H. O'Neill. The women are Mrs. Harkson, Mrs.
Duncan, Mrs. Albers, Mrs. Stewart, Mrs, Williams, Mrs. Schreiner, Mrs. Dixon, Mrs. Day, Mrs. Harold, Mrs. Keegan,
Mrs.
O'Neill, Mrs. Mathison.

Answer to Who Said It
Ambrose Bien*

